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When Malerie and her twin sister Valerie joined the campus of the University of Salem, neither had any idea just how
familiar they would soon become with the student body. Though to be fair, it's the students who have become quite
familiar with their bodies. Wishing to socialize and break out of her shell, Malerie the smarter of the two did a very
dumb thing. She took Valerie and went to a Halloween party at the Omega House.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr
/u003eRumored and whispered about, the Omega House is a sorority led by three of the most deceptive and evil girls
the campus has ever known, and thanks to their powers of witchcraft, the campus only knows and says what they
allow them to. Nobody escapes Omega House once they have caught the eye of Circe, Lilura, or Maeve.u003cbr
/u003eu003cbr /u003eAt the party, such delectable twins as Malerie and Valerie were quick to be caught, quick to be
held in a warped witchcraft like they would never recover from, and their bodies would never get over. They became
dolls, toys for the three sorority witches to play with, to humiliate and use. An attempt at learning their secrets was
foiled the first time by Malerie's first boyfriend on campus, but now it's Valentines Day and thanks to her new
boyfriend she and her sister might just find a way out of forever being Hex Dolls.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr
/u003eMatthew was a boy who once dated Lilura, the witch specializing in enchantments and curses. Once he learned
what she was, he tried to break things off but she cursed him with remembering her, giving him the knowledge to help
Malerie and Valerie.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eAccording to Matthew, an incantation spoken at dusk on Valentines
Day by a rival sorority house will break the spell holding Malerie and Valerie in the Omega sister's power. The trick is
that their power exists and embodies lust, so love is the only counter to that control.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eIt
seems a perfect plan, and nothing can spoil a perfect plan, can it? Unless of course, Circe and the other two planned
this the entire time, planned to let the twins try gaining freedom, only to use them and their supple controllable bodies
to vex the rival sorority house forever, taking a house of brainy girls and forever ridding them of anything resembling
true intelligence.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eFind out the true powers of the scariest and kinkiest sorority house in
Salem, with the all new Valentines Vex Dolls of Salem.
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